Abstract-This paper investigates and optimizes the performance of simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) in wireless sensor networks over Nakagami-m fading channels. In the considered system, there is one mobile reader (R), which is equipped with one transmit antenna and one receive antenna, and a group of passive sensors. The information delivery includes two stages: 1) R broadcasts a command with radio-frequency energy to the sensors, which adopt time splitting (TS)/power splitting (PS) schemes to harvest energy and 2) sensors deliver their information to R over orthogonal channels by using the harvested energy. In this paper, we propose a unified framework to study and optimize the impact of SWIPT on the system performance with both TS and PS schemes. First, we characterize the probability density function and cumulative distribution function of the signal-tointerference-plus-noise-ratio in high signal-to-noise ratio region, then we study the outage and ergodic capacity performance of the backward links. The approximated closed-form expressions for the outage probability and ergodic capacity are derived and validated through Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, we also evaluate the energy efficiency of the target system, and propose an optimal splitting scheme for TS and PS to maximize the throughput of the target system. Index Terms-Energy efficiency, ergodic capacity, Nakagamim fading channels, outage probability, simultaneous wireless information and power transfer, throughput, wireless sensor networks.
machine to machine networks and body area networks, simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) has been widely considered and studied by researchers. SWIPT adopts the same emitted electromagnetic wave to transport both energy that can be harvested at the receiver, and information that is decoded by the receiver [1] [2] [3] . In WSNs, sensors are low-cost, with low processing and computing capacity, and limited energy budget, and are typically deployed in difficult-to-access scenarios, e.g., structural health monitoring, mine tunnels, human body and underground/radiation field, to sense, measure, and gather information from the surrounding area. In such challenge scenarios, SWIPT is a good solution to transfer the information data from the sensors to a sink station or mobile collector [4] , [5] . Furthermore, SWIPT allows wireless terminals to harvest energy from radio frequency (RF) signals for information processing and transmission. Thus, SWIPT has been regarded as a promising candidate for WSNs to prolong the lifetime of the sensors [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In the context of SWIPT networks, there are a considerable number of works in open literature, which were presented after the initial work [1] by L. R. Varshney. In [10] and [11] , time splitting (TS) and power splitting (PS) schemes were proposed for practical SWIPT receiver designs to realize receiving the information and energy simultaneously. Some works [12] [13] [14] have been reported to study the centralized SWIPT systems in terms of resource allocation schemes, including power control, beamforming, transmission strategy, etc. As information data and energy are simultaneously transmitted in SWIPT systems, there may exist an increased probability of information leakage when the energy receivers are malicious. Then, there are also some other works presented to study the secrecy performance of SWIPT systems [15] [16] [17] . Furthermore, it is well known that cooperative/relay technologies can greatly improve the reliability of the traditional single-hop communications which experiences severe fading and shadowing. Some researchers thus paid their attentions on cooperative/relay SWIPT systems [18] [19] [20] .
Due to the features of WSNs, mobile sink/reader has been proved and chosen as a reliable and energy efficient data gathering technique to collect the information from the sensors in WSNs [21] , [22] . On the other hand, SWIPT technology has been regarded as a practical and realizable energy charging method for WSNs [6] [7] [8] [9] , especially in hardly accessible (extreme) locations. Then, it is possible for mobile sink/reader to adopt SWIPT to charge the sensors and collect data simultaneously [23] , [24] . In detail, [23] proposed an optimization 0090-6778 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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framework for mobile data collection for EH WSN systems. Therefore, it is meaningful to study, evaluate and optimize the SWIPT in WSN scenarios. However, these aforementioned literature [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] are relatively sparse in the performance analysis and optimization of the SWIPT in WSNs. Motivated by the above observations, in this paper we consider a WSN over Nakagami-m fading channels consisting of one mobile reader, which is equipped with one transmit antenna and one receive antenna, and several passive sensors. The information delivery between the reader and sensors can be divided into two stages through two different links: the forward link from the reader to the sensors and the backward link from the sensor to the reader. In the first stage, the reader broadcasts a command with radio frequency energy to the sensors which adopts TS/PS schemes for EH. In the second stage, the sensors transmit their information to the reader over orthogonal channels by using the harvested energy. We investigate the impact of the SWIPT over the forward links on the performance of the information deliveries over the backward links. In detail, the closed-form expressions for outage probability and ergodic capacity have been derived. Moreover, we also study the energy efficiency and present a unified framework to optimize the system throughput under both TS and PS schemes.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
• We characterize the PDF and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SINR of the backward links over Nakagami-m fading channels in high signal-to-noise ratio region.
• The approximated closed-form expressions for the outage probability and the ergodic channel capacity have been derived. • The energy efficiency of the proposed system is proposed and studied in terms of bits-per-Hz-per-joule metric.
• A unified optimal splitting scheme for both TS and PS schemes is proposed to maximize the throughput of the addressed system. This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the system and signal models over Nakagami-m fading channels are presented. The analysis on the performance of the information transmissions over the backward links including outage probability and ergodic capacity is presented in Section III. In Section IV, the energy efficiency is estimated and an optimal splitting scheme is proposed. The proposed analytical models and optimal splitting scheme are verified by Monte-Carlo simulations in Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI. Table I presents the main notions adopted in the following part of this work.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this work, we consider a WSN consisting of one mobile reader, R, which is equipped with one transmit antenna and one receive antennas, and several passive sensors, as shown in Fig. 1 . The sensors deliver the data that is obtained from their neighboring environment, while the reader interrogates and fetches the data from these sensors. In this passive WSN, the reader should provide the sensor with the direct current power for sending back its data to the reader, since the energy budget at the sensor is very limited and is only for the perceptional function.
The information delivery between the reader and sensors can be divided into two main stages through two different links: the forward link (also called the reader-to-sensor link) and the backward link (also called the sensor-to-reader link).
In the first phase with duration T dn , the reader, R, broadcasts a command with RF energy over the forward link to the sensors in its interrogation zone. Two EH schemes are considered: TS and PS, the diagrams of which can be found in Fig. 2 .
In the second phase with the duration T up , each sensor chooses a backward channel, e.g., frequency band, code channel (e.g., pseudo-random code used in code division multiple access and time-hopping ultra-wide band systems), to send its information data back to the reader by using the harvested energy. 1 The rule for scheduling the backward channels is out of the scope of this work (the readers can refer to Refs. [27] [28] [29] [30] and the references therein). We assume that there are N + 1 (N ≥ 1) sensors sending back their data at the same time. Without loss of generality, in the following we take sensor, S 0 , as the target node.
Nakagami-m fading channels can preciously model the statistics of the signals transmitted over multipath channels in land-mobile and indoor-mobile environments (including wireless body network scenarios [29] ) by adaptively adjusting the values of the m parameter. Then, in this work it is also assumed that the forward and backward channels in Fig. 1 undergo independent but not identically distributed (i.n.i.d.) quasi-static Nakagami-m fading. Then, using [33, eq. (8.352 .1)], the PDF of the power gains over the forward and backward links between R and S i (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N }) can be given by
1 It is well known to all that the energy consumption on communications is much higher than the one on sensing or monitoring in WSN [25] , [26] , e.g., as indicated in [25, Tables I and II] , the power consumption of Rockwell's WINS node on communications and sensing is up to 1080.5 mW and 383 mW, respectively, and the power consumption of MEDUSA-II nodes is up to 27.46 mW and 5.92 mW, respectively. Sensors may harvest energy from surrounding environments, e.g., solar, wind, or vibration energy, to promise sensors alive during idle mode. Therefore, in this work we can assume the harvested energy is consumed on the data transmission over the uplinks to study the impact of SWIPT on the performance of the considered system.
(i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N }), E {·} denotes the expected value, var {·} denotes variance, (·) is the gamma function.
A. Power Splitting
In this subsection, it is assumed that each sensor adopts the PS method to coordinate the processes of information decoding and EH from the received signal. Specifically, a Then, the received signals for information decoding at the i th sensor can be written as follows
where P t is the transmit power at R, s denotes the transmitted symbols from R, n Si denotes the complex Gaussian noise at the i th sensor. In this work, to simplify the analysis, we assume that n Si is with zero means and variance, N 0 , and z i is the signal processing noise by the ID at the i th sensor, which can also be modeled as independent white Gaussian noise with zero means and unite variance. Then, the variance of the total received noise at the i th sensor can be given as ρ i N 0 + 1. Then, the harvested energy at the i th sensor can be presented as
where λ is the energy conversion efficiency. In this work, we assume that all sensor has the same energy conversion efficiency for simplification. Meanwhile, the harvested energy from the noise is assumed to be a small constant and therefore can be ignored (see the derivations of [31, eqs. (5)- (13)] and [32, eqs. (5)- (13)]. Thus, the noise term does not appear in the harvested energy. The transmit power of the i th sensor in the second phase is 2
where θ = T dn /T up . 2 In this work, we consider the energy budget size at each sensor is large enough for the harvested energy during the EH stage. Because, in practical the battery size for wireless sensors is on orders of hundreds of mAh ×3 V. So it will cost too much time to fully charge the battery via wireless EH as the received power of wireless signals is normally on the orders of μW. Then, it is reasonable to assume that a battery with infinite energy storage size is adopted at each sensor. Therefore, the received signal from sensor S 0 at R can be easily given as
where s i is the bits transmitted by sensor S i , n R is the complex Gaussian noise at R, which is with zero means and unite variance. Then, the SINR of the received signal from sensor S 0 at R can be given as
where
, and the approximation is achievable while P t 1.
B. Time Splitting
In TS, a faction of the total time α i T dn (where α i is the time splitting factor at the i th sensor, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N }) is used for EH at the sensors, followed by (1 − α i ) T dn for information reception at the sensors. Then, the received energy at the i th sensor is given by
So the received signal from sensor S 0 at R can be easily obtained as follows
Then, the SINR of the received signal from sensor S 0 at R can be presented as
where the approximation is achievable while P t 1.
C. Characterizing the Distribution of the SINR of TS and PS
By observing the structure of the SINR of TS and PS presented in (7) and (10), we can find that they are with a same structure. Then, to facilitate our following analysis, we redefine a new variable as follows
Making use of [33, eq. (3.471.9)], it is easy to obtain the PDF of
is modified Bessel functions of the second kind.
Obviously, (12) is a standard PDF of a Gamma-Gamma variate [35] . Then, the variables, Z j ( j = 1, · · · , N), are independent identically distributed Gamma-Gamma variables when ξ i has a same value for various i . To avoid the analytical difficulties, we adopt the approximation method proposed in [36] to characterize the distribution of
As indicated in [36] and [37] , the sum of identically distributed Gamma-Gamma variates can be approximated by a Gamma-Gamma variate. In this work, when a j = a S (where a S is a constant and j = 1, 2, . . . , N), we use a new Gamma-
Z j , the PDF of which can be written as [36] 
x s ds is the Meijer's G-function, as defined by [33, eq. (9.301)] .
Proof: See the Appendix.
Using [38, eq. (26) ], we can easily get the CDF of
Then, it is easy to obtain the PDF, f γ 0 (x), and CDF, F γ 0 (x), of the SINR of TS by setting a i = α i (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N }) in (11) . Similarly, the PDF, f γ 0 (x), and CDF, F γ 0 (x), of the SINR of PS can also be easily got by setting a i = ψ i = 1 − ρ i (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N }) .
As suggested in [36, Sec III-B], the sum of i.n.i.d. Gamma-Gamma variates can be approximated by a nested finite weighted sum of Gamma-Gamma pdfs, as shown by [36, eq. (27) ]. Therefore, our analysis methods presented in this and the following sections can also be applied in the scenarios where , 1, 2, . . . , N }) follows independent but not identical distributions. Due to space limitation we do not present here the analysis for i.n.i.d. scenarios.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS A. Outage Probability
For a successful information delivery, two conditions must be met: 1) the power received at the sensor must be higher than the threshold, and 2) the reader must be sensitive able to detect the signal from the sensor correctly.
Thus, when the Gaussian noise at sensor S i is with zero means and unite variance, the outage probability for sensor S i over the forward link, P fl out,i , can be given as
where ω = 1 for TS (16) that, under TS scheme, the outage probability for sensor S i over the forward link has nothing to do with the time splitting factor, α i .
In this work, the outage probability for sensor S 0 over the backward link, P bl out , is defined as the probability that γ 0 drops below a predefined SINR threshold γ th,2 . Thus, P bl out can be easily given as
So we can finally obtain the outage probability, P out , for sensor S 0 as 
B. Ergodic Capacity
It is easy to have the ergodic capacity of the backward link asC
Using [38, eqs. (11) and (21)] and (14), we can rewrite the ergodic capacity as 
. By observing (20) , it is interesting to find that the ergodic capacity is not a function of the transmit power at the reader, P t .
IV. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

A. Energy Efficiency
In this subsection, we present the analysis on the energy efficiency of the proposed system shown in Fig. 1 in terms of bits-per-joule metric. Energy efficiency considered in this work is defined as: the number of bits with unit-joule consumption. In this work, we focus on the efficiency of the energy transmitted by the reader. Then, the consumption on the energy of the received signals at each sensor mainly includes two aspects: one is the energy for the signal processing of the received signals, such as, activating circuit blocks and demodulation; the other one is the transmission energy for the information delivery over the backward links.
It is easy to obtain the throughput of the proposed system as
So the energy efficiency can be written as
where ζ =
(where G T and G R are the antenna transmit and receiving gains at R and each sensor, respectively, S A is the area of the receiving antenna at each sensor, d is the distance between R and each sensor. In this work, we assume that G T , G R , S A and d are same with each sensor for analytical simplification).
As suggested in (22) , one can seek optimal settings of P t , N and α i /ρ i to improve the energy efficiency. However, it is quite difficult to achieve the optimal settings of these parameters in the form of explicit expressions, due to the complexities shown by (22) in characterizing the impact of these factors on the energy efficiency, e.g., the numerator and denominator of (22) will increase/decrease simultaneously while N being augmented or P t being abated.
B. Throughput Optimization of the Considered System
The data throughput is one of main performance metrics for WSN systems as it can guarantee the integrality of the data that is obtained from their neighboring environment. So in the following we take throughput as the target function. In practical, the channels among the reader and each sensor may suffer different fading at a same time. Therefore, it is not reasonable for all sensors to adopt a same TS/PS factor, which directly influence the information delivery over both forward and backward links.
So in this work we focus on the design of the EH at the sensors only and consider the following optimization problem: how to optimally split the power of the received signal at each sensor so that the system throughput is maximized.
where P fl out,i γ th,1 is the outage probability over the i th (i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N ) forward link as shown by Eq. (16), P f or,th is the threshold for outage probability over each forward link. The first constraint promises the information delivery over all forward links. In this work, we also assume the CSI of the channels among R and S i (i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N ) is available at R to carry on the optimization. 3 The above problem P1 is non-convex due to the untractable objection function, therefore this problem is not easy to be solved and is not possible to directly approximate it. Therefore, we invoke several steps and variables to simplify the objective function. Problem P1 can be equivalent to the following problem by introducing a new vector t ∈ R 3 In WSN scenarios, sensors are normally deployed with no mobility, and the moving routing lines of the reader are optimized and fixed to achieve the best collection efficiency. Then, we can assume that the channels among the reader and each sensor are fixed. The CSI of the channels among the reader and each sensor, e.g., the characteristics of the fading, can be estimated after the deployment.
Moreover, the reader can perform real-time channel estimation over the backward links by measuring the received signals transmitted by each sensor, like the base station in the traditional cellular networks performing openloop channel estimation over the up-links, as the reader is with much more resources and capability to carry on such works.
where t i , ∀ i is the component of t. The equivalence between (23) and (24) can be proved by noting that all constraints in (24b) are active at the optimum. Otherwise, larger objective can strictly be obtained through enlarging t k without violating the constraints. Although the objective function has been converted to concave, the new problem is still not convex due to the non-convex constraint (24b). By introducing additional slack variables β i , (24b) can be converted to the following two inequalities
It is clear that (25b) is convex due to the linear function on the both side of (25b). The constraint (25a) is not convex as the right side of (25a) is a bilinear term, which can be approximated to a linear term. The right side of (25a) can be expressed by the following equality with the nonnegative β i , t i ,
Since the right side of (26) is a quadratic term subtracting quadratic term, (26) is still non-convex. We apply the first order Taylor series to approximate the subtracted quadratic term in (26) around (β n i , t n i ). Therefore, the quadratic term (β i − t i ) 2 can be approximated as in the following linear term
where β n i and t n i denote the value of variables β i and t i in the nth iteration, respectively. Then, the constraint (25a) becomes a convex function by substituting (27) into (25a). Moreover, we can obtain two important equations as follows based on (27) 
Using the above equivalent transformations and approximations, problem (24) can be converted to the following convex problem in the nth iteration
Although the above problem is convex and can be solved by using CVX toolbox, we attempt to decrease the computational complexity by recasting the concave objective function in (29) with several second-order cone (SOC) representation [42] , [43] . Based on the mathematic theory, the objective function N i=0 log 2 (t i ) is equivalent to N i=0 (t i ). According to [42] and [43] , the hyperbolic constraint z 2 ≤ x y can be presented by [2z, x − y] ≤ x + y with x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0 without loss of generality due to the relationship between SOC representation and hyperbolic constraint. Hence, we can build a binary tree to represent N i=0 (t i ) based on the knowledge in [44] , and (29) can be reformulated as
where q = log 2 (K ) with the case K = 2 n , n is some positive integer. For the case K = 2 n , we set t j = 1,
is the smallest integer not less than x [42] , [44] . The new approximation problem can be solved locally by the following summarized algorithm in Table I . We update the variables for the next iteration by solving (30) until convergence.
C. Convergence and Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, we are going to analyze the convergence of the proposed algorithm used to solve the throughput maximization problem. Before describing and analyzing the convergence of the algorithm, we firstly need to prove that the feasible solutions of the approximation problem (30) belong to the feasible set of the original problem (24) . We define that B = [β i , t i , ϕ i , ∀ i ] is the feasible set of the original problem (24) . Without loss of generality, we assume that (β n * , t n * ) is the optimal solution point at the nth iteration of the approximation problem (30) . Thus, the assumption solution point is feasible to (30) . Note that f (β i , β n i , t i , t n i ) is the convex approximation of (β i − t i ) 2 based on the convexity of (β i − t i ) 2 [45] . Hence, (β n * , t n * ) of (30) belongs to the feasible set B of (24) and also satisfies the constraint (24b). This is because of
. Therefore, the feasible set of (30) belongs to the feasible set of (24) .
Next, we will analyze the convergence of the proposed algorithm based on the above feasible set analysis. In order to prove the proposed algorithm generates the non-decreasing objective value and converges to the finite value, we assume that O n+1 and O n are the optimal objective value of (30) at (30) the iteration n + 1 and n, respectively. We replace (β n , t n ) by the assumption solution point (β n * , t n * ) at the (n + 1)th iteration, all constraints in (30) are still satisfied. That is to say, the optimal solution at iteration n is also a feasible solution at the (n + 1)th iteration. In addition, it is clearly shown that f (β
. This is because of the linear approximation applied in (27) and the iterative point (β n , t n ) is updated from the optimal solution point (β * , t * ) at each iteration [46] . Hence, the optimal objective value O n+1 obtained at the (n +1)th iteration is larger than or equal to that of O n i.e., O n+1 ≥ O n . Furthermore, the proposed algorithm in Table II generates a nondecreasing sequence of objective values and converges to some local optimum solution.
Finally, we mathematically evaluate the computational complexity of the proposed schemes by adopting the analysis in [47] and [48] . It is straightforward to show that there only exist linear constraint and SOC in the approximation problem (30) . Hence, we can use the standard expression of the complexity of a generic interior-point method (IPM) to characterize the complexity of problem (30) [45, Lecture 4] . We denote n = N + 1 (ignoring the slack variables) and Q max as the number of decision variables and the iteration number of the Taylor approximation, respectively. The number of SOC constraint in problem (30) depends on the number of the sensors. Hence, problem (30) involves N + 1 SOC constraints with dimension 3, and 3(N + 1) linear matrix inequalities (LMI) constraints of size 1 when (N + 1) = 2 q in TS scheme. The complexity order of TS scheme when
] is the smallest integer not less than log 2 (N + 1)) SOC constraints with dimension 3, and 3(N + 1) LMI constraints of size 1 when (N + 1) = 2 q in TS scheme. The complexity order ( 1 )). In PS scheme, the complexity order can be expressed as
and
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we first run Monte Carlo simulation to validate our analytical expressions of outage probability and ergodic capacity. Then, the optimized throughput are given by using our proposed optimization method. 
A. Performance Analysis
Unless otherwise explicitly specified, in this subsection the parameters are set as
We run 10 5 times of Monte Carlo simulations for each case to verify the proposed analysis models. Fig. 3 presents the outage probability versus m 1 for various N. It can be seen that the outage probability for a smaller N outperforms the one for a larger N as larger interference is incurred by more sensors.
In Fig. 4 , the outage probability versus m 1 for various m 2 is plotted. One can find that the the outage probability for a larger m 2 outperforms the one for a smaller m 2 . Because a larger m 2 indicates a better backward link, which leads to a larger interference.
Moreover, as shown in Figs. 3-4 , we can also find out that the outage probability can be improved by increasing m 1 , especially in the lower m 1 region. Because a larger m 1 implies a better forward link, which leads to a reduced outage probability over the forward link and more energy harvested at each sensor. However, outage performance indices show a floor in the high m 1 region, which means these performance can not be improved anymore by increasing m 1 , because the interference over the backward links increases with the increased amount of harvested energy at each sensor accordingly.
As depicted in Fig. 5 , the outage probability versus a 0 (which is given in (11)) for various N is presented while γ th,1 = γ th,2 = −10 dB. Clearly, outage probability can be improved while a 0 increasing, because the sensors can harvest more energy for the transmission over backward links under the TS and PS schemes. We can also observe that the outage probability for a smaller N outperforms the one for a larger N due to the fact that increased interference arise from more sensors.
Ergodic capacity versus m 1 for various N and m 2 has been presented in Figs. 6 and 7 , respectively. Clearly, as observed from Figs. 6 and 7, the ergodic capacity for a smaller N outperforms the one for a larger N, and the ergodic capacity for a smaller m 2 outperforms the one for a larger m 2 , respectively. Because a larger m 2 means better channel condition over the backward links, which leads to increased interference. Furthermore, one can also see from Fig. 8 that the ergodic capacity versus a 0 (which is given in (11)) for various N is presented. Ergodic capacity can be improved by increasing a 0 or decreasing N, which can be explained by the similar reasons used for the findings in Fig. 5 .
B. Performance Optimization
In this subsection, we present the energy efficiency and throughput for PS and TS schemes by using the proposed optimization method, which is given by Eq. (29) . We compare the proposed optimization design with the globally optimal design, which is solved by using the branch-and-bound (BB) method in [49] . The main parameters adopted in this subsection are set as ζ = 1, m 1 = m 2 = 2, 1 = 2 = 0 dB, θ = 0.2 and λ = 0.8. Moreover, gap tolerance between the upper and lower bounds for the BB method is set to 10 −2 .
As presented in Figs. 9 and 10, energy efficiency gets worse while P t increases. Because a larger P t will lead to a lager transmit power at each sensor for the transmission over the backward links, resulting in higher interference among these backward links. In Fig. 9 , one can observe that the energy efficiency for smaller m 1 and m 2 outperforms the one for larger m 1 and m 2 , as larger m 1 and m 2 mean a worse channel Also, it can be seen from Fig. 10 that the energy efficiency for a smaller N outperforms the one for a larger N, as the interference among each backward link will increase with the number of the sensors.
From Figs. 11 and 12 , we can observe that the throughput can be improved while P t increasing, due to the improved capacity of each backward link. Clearly, an observation can be achieved from Fig. 11 that smaller m 1 and m 2 lead to better throughput, due to the better channel conditions. It can also be found that the throughput for a larger N outperform the one for a smaller N, due to the increased number of backward links.
Furthermore, as observed from Figs. 9-12, PS and TS schemes are with a similar performance in high P t region and PS scheme outperforms TS scheme for the cases of smaller m 1 and m 2 . The energy efficiency performance and throughput level of the proposed approximated design close to that of the optimal BB design (see Figs. 9-12 ).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first have studied the outage and capacity performance of a WSN with TS/PS schemes over Nakagami-m fading channels. Then, the energy efficiency of the considered system has been optimized by using the proposed analysis model. Monte Carlo simulations are presented to verify the approximated closed-form analytical expressions for outage probability and ergodic capacity. Moreover, the definition of energy efficiency has been introduced to evaluate the power consumption of the target system in terms of bits-per-joule. Finally, we have also proposed an optimal splitting scheme for both TS and PS in order to maximize the system throughput. Numerical results show that energy efficiency degrades while the transmit power increases, though the throughput has been improved. Then, the tradeoff between the energy efficiency and the throughput should be considered for practical system design and optimization. In the future research, the system including the terminals with multiple antennas will be considered.
